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Transactions on Aspect-Oriented Software Development VIIISpringer, 2011

	The history of software development paradigms suggests that a new paradigm often
	has its genesis in programming languages and then moves up to design and analysis
	(e.g., structured programming preceded structured design and analysis, and objectoriented
	programming predated object-oriented design and modeling). This same
	pattern can...
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OpenCL Programming GuideAddison Wesley, 2011

	Industry pundits love drama. New products don’t build on the status quo
	to make things better. They “revolutionize” or, better yet, define a “new
	paradigm.” And, of course, given the way technology evolves, the results
	rarely are as dramatic as the pundits make it seem.


	Over the past decade,...
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Architecting Mobile Solutions for the EnterpriseMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		As far back as 1999, some smart guys predicted that mobile would become the primary focus of development in only a few years. Although it has taken a bit more time than expected, the era of mobile software has arrived at last. Why did it take so long? The answer is surprisingly simple: mobile software needed a critical mass of users...
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Thinking in LINQ: Harnessing the Power of Functional Programming in .NET ApplicationsApress, 2014

	LINQ represents a paradigm shift for developers used to an imperative/object oriented programming style, because LINQ draws on functional programming principles. Thinking in LINQ addresses the differences between these two by providing a set of succinct recipes arranged in several groups, including:

	
		Basic and...
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Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and NetworkingIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The purpose of the Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and Networking is to offer a written
compendium of human knowledge related to the emerging multimedia digital metamarket.

Multimedia technology, networks and online interactive multimedia services are taking advantage of a
series of radical innovations in converging...
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Object-Oriented Software EngineeringMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	The wheel has turned full circle.


	In 1988, I wrote a textbook entitled Software Engineering. Virtually the only
	mention of the object-oriented paradigm in that book was one section that described
	object-oriented design.


	By 1994, the object-oriented paradigm was starting to gain acceptance in the
	software industry,...
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Production Systems Engineering: Cost and Performance OptimizationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Optimize Economic and Technological Requirements in Production System Designs


	This pioneering work offers proven techniques, partially created and developed at The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, for determining optimal resource allocation and cost-effective production system designs for today’s any-volume...
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Industrial Sensors and Controls in Communication Networks: From Wired Technologies to Cloud Computing and the Internet of Things (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2019

	
		This informative text/reference presents a detailed review of the state of the art in industrial sensor and control networks. The book examines a broad range of applications, along with their design objectives and technical challenges. The coverage includes fieldbus technologies, wireless communication technologies, network...
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A Prehistory of Polymer Science (SpringerBriefs in Molecular Science)Springer, 2011

	Polymer science is now an active and thriving community of scientists, engineers and technologists, but there was a time, not so long ago, when there was no such community. The prehistory of polymer science helps to provide key insights into current issues and historical problems. The story will be divided into an ancient period ( from Greek...
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Advanced Design Approaches to Emerging Software Systems: Principles, Methodologies and ToolsIGI Global, 2011

	Recently, the rapid and fundamental advances in computing technologies have been driving the role and
	scope of software systems to a new level. A number of new types of software systems are emerging,
	among which service based systems, cloud computing, pervasive computing, and Internet of Things are
	eminent examples. For these systems,...
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The Elements of Computing Systems: Building a Modern Computer from First PrinciplesMIT Press, 2005

	In the early days of computer science, the interactions of hardware, software, compilers, and operating system were simple enough to allow students to see an overall picture of how computers worked. With the increasing complexity of computer technology and the resulting specialization of knowledge, such clarity is often lost. Unlike other...
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Cell Death: Mechanism and DiseaseSpringer, 2013

	Beginning from centuries of anecdotal descriptions of cell death, such as those on the development of the midwife toad in 1842 by Carl Vogt, to modern-day investigations of cell death as a biological discipline, it has become accepted that cell death in multicellular organisms is a normal part of life. This book provides a comprehensive...
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